Children

Maximillian Fly

Friendroid

by Angie Sage

by M.M. Vaughan

JF Sage
A human with cockroach features
finds his life upended when he helps
two human children escape from an
oppressive governing power.

JF Vaughan
New kid Eric bonds with local misfit
Danny over a favorite video game
before Eric's strange lifestyle and
disappearances lead to an
astonishing secret about
his identity.

Sam Saves the Night
by Shari Simpson
JF Simpson
Chronically exhausted by nightly
sleepwalking activities she cannot
remember, 13-year-old Sam visits a
wacky sleep specialist before
discovering that she is part of an
entire world of detached
SleepWakers who use sleep time to
improve their waking lives.

Shuri
by Nic Stone
JF Stone
Shuri embarks on a treacherous
journey from Wakanda to discover
what is killing the plants her people
depend on for their survival.

In the Red
by Christopher Swiedler
JF Swiedler
Suffering from panic attacks every
time he puts on a space suit, a boy
from a Mars colony takes a friend’s
dare to prove his courage and
ventures out in a stolen rover before
becoming stranded hours from
safety by a decimating solar flare.

Alien Superstar

Science
Fiction

by Henry Winkler
JF Winkler
Six-eyed alien Buddy struggles to
hide his true identity after landing a
role on an Earth television series
that catapults him to fame.

Graphic Novels
Apocalypse Taco
by Nathan Hale
JGN Hale
Twins Axl and Ivan make a late-night
fast-food run for a high school
theater crew but return to discover
that aliens have copied everything.

Explore our universe and beyond!

Mighty Jack and Zita the
Spacegirl
by Ben Hatke
JGN Mighty Jack
Teaming up with new friend Zita the
Spacegirl, Jack and Lilly embark on
a dangerous confrontation with an
army of giants and screeds
preparing to attack Earth and end all
human life.
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Fiction

Throwback
Finn and the Intergalactic
Lunchbox
by Michael Buckley
JF Buckley
Possessing a tricky lunchbox that
opens wormholes to distant parts of
the galaxy, Finn Foley captures the
attention of a race of gigantic bugs
who want a mysterious device.

The Longest Night of
Charlie Noon
by Christopher Edge
JF Edge
Becoming lost in a nightmarish
wood, Charlie and Dizzy are forced to
team up with their nemesis
to navigate unforeseen dangers and
hazardous puzzles to find their way
back home.

Sal & Gabi Break the
Universe
by Carlos Alberto Pablo
Hernandez
JF Hernandez
A teen troublemaker clashes with
another student who accuses him of
putting a raw chicken inside a
friend's locker.

I Was an Outer-Space
Chicken
by David LaRochelle
JF LaRochelle
When friends Lamar and Lexie are
abducted by an alien that confuses
them for chickens, the two prove
that they are human by solving a
tricky math problem.

by Peter Lerangis
JF Lerangis
When Corey learns that he has the
ability to save lives while time
traveling, he is determined to go
back in time to save his grandmother
who died on September 11, 2001.

Glitch
by Laura Martin
JF Martin
Training to become time travelers
who prevent others from altering
important historical events, rival
Glitchers Regan and Elliot are forced
to set aside their animosity when a
dire prediction from the future
requires them to work together.

Jinxed
by Amy McCulloch
JF McCulloch
After Lacey Chu repairs a highly
advanced smartphone/robotic pet
companion, or baku, called Jinx, the
baku gets her into her dream school,
Profectus, where she is exposed to
dangerous secrets.

Margot and Mateo Save
the World
by Darcy Miller
JF Miller
Discovering alien slugs are taking
control of the adults in their
community, two students team up
with their scientist friend in the hope
of saving the world without getting
in trouble for skipping school.

How to Properly Dispose
of Planet Earth
by Paul Noth
JF Noth
With Squeep's help, Hap
Conklin faces his fear of talking to
the new girl at school but also opens
a black hole and uncovers
information about his
grandmother's next evil plan.

Bloom
by Kenneth Oppel
JF Oppel
When the world is overtaken by
monster alien plants that emit toxic
pollens and swallow up people,
three kids on a remote island look
for clues in their unusual allergies
to understand their immunity to
the invaders.

Midnight on Strange
Street
by Katie Ormsbee
JF Ormsbee
After a group of friends on a
glowboarding team discovers each
has telepathic abilities, they catch
the attention of Mr. Jensen, the most
powerful man in Callaway, Texas,
and extraterrestrial forces, as well.

Quintessence
by Jess Redman
JF Redman
Struggling with panic attacks after
moving to a new town, 12-year-old
Alma finds a telescope in the town's
junk shop, and through its lens, she
watches a star -- a star that looks
like a child—fall from the sky and
into her backyard.

